CONTOUR ISLAND

PROJECT BRIRF
Design Statement
Located just north of Goose Island, the site is on the river and is accessible primarily from the northeast and southeast corners. The goal of the project is to create manufacturing that is not only welcome in the community but also contributes to it. Because of this, the minimum programming required included manufacturing/production and an exhibition space. The manufacturing space also must be columnless, so as to ensure
building longevity and adaptability.
Design Concept
The site is situated between the sprawling new developments to the east, extending from Lincoln Park, and the antiquated industrial corridor along the Chicago River. Because there is a stark disconnect between, we
sought to create a space that connects these seemingly disparate spaces, allowing for a social, cultural, and economic flow between the two neighborhoods. We emphasized this sense of flow both in our structure and
in the expression of the site itself through the use of contours throughout the site which permeate the building, and a continuous lamella vault as our structure. Across the site, the contours flow gradually to the river’s edge, while they also create topography which enclose and support the lamella. In doing this, we allowed users to experience a literal sense of flow through a site, which does not adhere to the orthogonal nor the
perpendicular, while an open floor plan allows for unrestricted movement throughout the building. The columnless interior allows for unobstructed line of sight through most of the building. The building itself serves
primarily as a production and exhibition space, as well as a retail space, public workshop, and fitness and training center. The wide open space within is enclosed by an irregular lamella structure and a post-tensioned
double ETFE membrane. The ETFE membrane allows for a great deal of daylight to enter the building, which is a unique setup compared to the older industrial buildings along the river. An atrium connects the three
occupiable levels of the building, allowing visitors to directly observe the production process taking place on the basement level from the public first and second floor areas. This direct connection emphasizes unity by
linking the spaces together. Exhibition spaces make up the central area of the first floor and the entirety of the second floor. Because of the open floor plan on the main floor, it can be used to accommodate a wide
range of events, making it a connecting point between both neighborhoods. By combining these spaces on this site, interaction between neighboring communities is encouraged.
Project Tour
Youtube Movie Address: https://youtu.be/h5TyP8foVOo
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